
Designed for today’s busy primary schools, Horizons  
is a cloud-based MIS (Management Information System)  
that’s accessible, intuitive and easy for everyone 
in the classroom and office to use.

DISCOVER THE  
PRIMARY-FIRST  
MIS
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Everything a primary school needs in an MIS,  
without unnecessary complications.

THE MIS ALL YOUR 
TEAM WILL USE IN AND 
OUT OF SCHOOL

One step ahead 
With simplicity built-in, every screen and process 
has the next logical action ready for you so you can’t 
lose your way.

An MIS tailored to a primary school’s needs 

A solution created for, not adapted for primary 
schools.

Get the answers and insights you need 
quickly
A system all your team can use easily to manage 
their day and find the insights they need.

Expert support
When you need help, our primary school support 
team is just a phone call away.

It’s intuitive and easy for all staff to use - no lengthy training required

No hidden fees when the invoice arrives, and no paying extra to unlock the 
most useful features. We offer inclusive software that will help you to run 
your school successfully as standard. We also offer discounts for longer-term 
financial security and flexible payment plans to support ongoing budgeting.

Say goodbye to overly-complicated admin tasks and hard to find 
information

Navigation is effortless, features are intuitive and data is easy to interrogate. 

Designed logically for today’s busy school staff, Horizons groups tasks so that 
the next step is exactly where you’d expect it. Assign meal choices as you 
take the register, send letters home from an attendance report or access key 
pupil or staff information from the search bar – it’s all just one click away.

Clear, transparent and competitive pricing

3 reasons to take a look at Horizons  
for your primary school

1

2

3
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JUNIPER HORIZONS 
KEY FEATURE LIST
• Online Registration 

• Staff & Pupil Census Returns 

• Single Central Staff Records 

• Contextual Data Information 
& Filters 

• Detailed Pupil Files & Permissions 

• Wrap Around Care, Group & Trip/
Event Management 

• Payments for Trips, Dinners & Clubs 

• Calendar Management & Registers  

• Office Reports & Print-Outs 

• Simple End-of-Year Process 

• Accessible Archive

• Key-Stage Assessment Reporting 

• Parental Reports 

• Personalised Dashboard 

• Annual SMS Text Allowance 

• ‘Quick Text’ N Codes 

• Unlimited E-Mails 

• Internal Messaging System (Pattr) 

• High Level Data Analysis 

• Provision Mapping 

• Behaviour Log & Reporting 

• Unlimited Users 

• Support Line & Documentation

SEE HOW WE COMPARE
Functionality Horizons Arbor Bromcom Scholarpack SIMS 7 RM g2

Anytime/anywhere Access (cloud)

Statutory Assessment Extra

Attendance (Statutory)

Club Management Extra

Conduct Management Extra

Comms to Parents Extra Extra Extra Extra Extra

Cover Management

Customisable Dashboards for Analysis Extra

Online Payments Extra Extra Partner Extra Extra

Pupil Attendance

MAT Wide Reporting Extra Extra Partner Partner

Parent Portal Extra Extra Extra

Photo Importer Extra

Provision Mapping

Pupil Record

School Lunch Management Extra Extra

SEND/Gifted & Talented

Staff Record

Statutory Returns

Trip Registration Extra

*EOL - end of life

**

*

Horizons also delivers on price versus Arbor, Bromcom, Scholarpack, RM and SIMS
Based on April 2021 G-Cloud pricing at www.digitalmarketplace.service.gov.uk

*Exc. cost of texts over allowance **A per-transaction fee (1.4% + 20p) is applied for online credit and debit card payments



WHATEVER YOUR ROLE 
– WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
SCHOOL
LEADER
“I don’t want to worry about where I’m working from, 
whether I’m sat in front of a laptop or off-site with 
just my phone.”

Anytime and anywhere cloud access

“If I’m performing a task, I need the next step to be 
obvious and the associated information clear to see.”

Intuitive design & processes that work for you

“I’m not a data analyst and I don’t want to ‘mine’ 
information. I just want clear up-to-date reports, on all the 
key aspects of my school, ready to run at a click.”

Easy access school-wide and cohort reports

CLASS 
TEACHER
“I need a holistic view of my pupils and class. Not just 
attendance, but how this relates to progress, attainment 
and behaviour – all in one place.”

“Taking the register needs to be fast and simple, updating 
the school meals register at the same time and being 
confident that the office is notified of absent and late.”

“I want to be able to quickly see pupil progress, 
understanding Age Related Expectations and identifying 
pupils and objectives that need more attention.”

Whole-Child insights

Easy to use teacher tools

Simple & effective pupil progress tracking

SCHOOL 
ADMINISTRATION
“I’m genuinely concerned about moving to a new system. 
I need to be confident that our MIS will be simple to use, 
with help and support quick to access.”

“I need answers to questions instantly. I can’t afford to 
work through menus and screens whilst I have a parent 
on the phone.”

“Having a live view of registers being taken is essential, 
along with automatic notification of absent and late pupils.”

On-side support & training

Comprehensive search tool

Efficient absence management

SCHOOL 
GOVERNOR
“I want to avoid hidden costs or discovering that I need to 
purchase additional software to run my school. I need a 
predictable and transparent MIS cost with no surprises.”

“We need key applications such as parent communications, 
online payment, assessment & behaviour management 
tools included with the MIS as standard.”

“Its important to me that I have easy access to 
strategic views of the whole school and pupil cohorts.”

Clear total cost of ownership

All inclusive software

Fast & effective strategic reporting



MUXTON PRIMARY 
SCHOOL’S MOVE 
TO HORIZONS
Moving to a better MIS can be daunting but it needn’t be. Our expert teams are helping 
schools make the move to Horizons every day. So whether you’ve been using your old 
system for years or you’re setting up an MIS in your school for the first time, we’ll be with 
you every step of the way to support and guide you through the process.

For Muxton Primary School in Telford, with over 400 pupils and 48 members of staff, the need for a  
cost-efficient, user-friendly, cloud-based MIS that the whole-school community could rely on, became a 
priority earlier this year.
The staff at Muxton have been successfully using the OTrack pupil assessment tracker for 6 years.  
With the tracker being part of Juniper Education, when the time came to look at options for their MIS,  
Juniper Horizons was on the list to consider.

Don’t just take our word for it:  
Here’s a little about Muxton Primary School’s experience with Horizons

“For our MIS, we wanted to go with a company we knew and we were happy with, and because we wanted our 
assessment tracker to link up with our MIS it made the decision about switching to Horizons really easy for us.”
Carol Little, School Business Manager.

The team at Muxton had been using their previous MIS for over 10 years and the prospect of switching to a 
new system seemed overwhelming and the amount of work involved in the migration was a big consideration. 
With full support from their Juniper account manager and migration team, the transition was straightforward 
and completed in just a few days.

“Essentially, we finished using our old MIS one day and started using Horizons the next! We were able to use it 
straight away. What we like most of all is the ease of use. If you were to log in to Horizons having had no training 
at all, you’ve got tools right there to help you, you’ve got the help button, it looks like a website and it’s got a really 
efficient search facility.
Carol Little, School Business Manager.

“I was absolutely dreading the census because I’m not a daily user, but it was just so simple. I actually had to check 
the instructions on how to do it afterwards to see if I’d missed something! Normally that would take us so long.”
Carol Little, School Business Manager.



Junipereducation.org  

0345 200 8600 

enquiries.mis@junipereducation.org

At Juniper Education, we believe no child should be left behind. It has never been 
more important to focus on the individual pupil and we’re dedicated to supporting 
you every day so you can continue to make a difference to children’s lives. 

YOUR PROGRESS PARTNER

Please get in touch today to see how we can help you, your staff and your pupils.

626
MIS schools28,000

existing users

Over

728,000
children’s data securely

Trusted to manage over

220,000
attendance marks recorded daily


